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Dear readers,
Do you think of Nuremberg and think not only of lebkuchen, sausages and soccer, but also of bulk
solid technology? Well, join the club! From 26 - 28 September, POWTECH 2017 opens its doors in
Nuremberg once again. The leading international trade fair for bulk solid handling is also the ideal
platform for Engelsmann to present our new product innovations.
Today‘s special edition of “Engelsmann News” gives you a sneak preview of what you can expect
from our booth at the fair. We can promise you this: There has rarely been so much news to report.
» Slick Sieving with The New Konti
» Guide: Big Bag Emptying from A-Z
» Even More Flexible: The New JEL BasicLine
» Your POWTECH Visit is on us
We hope you enjoy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

Slick Sieving with The New Konti
There‘s news to report from the Engelsmann development department: Over the last few months the
JEL Konti vibro sifter machine has been reworked, with a focus on user friendliness above anything
else. The result: Even simpler handling thanks to toolless operation which facilitates an even faster
screen change and optimum cleaning.
We are particularly proud of the pharma version with special hygiene design that we will be presenting
at the POWTECH “Special area: Focus pharmaceutical solids” Intrigued? Then dare to take an
early look at the new JEL Konti.

» Recommend article

» More information

Guide: Big Bag Emptying from A-Z
The reliable emptying of big bags and the efficient removal of the emptied products during production
is especially dependent on the big bag emptying station used. Only when it is designed to meet the
needs can big bags be emptied quickly and completely - even with difficult products.
If you want to find out which emptying station is perfect for your needs, and which aspects play a
role in this, then don‘t miss the guide that have been created by our bulk solid experts. Visit us at
POWTECH to get more personalized advice. As preliminary information, we have put excerpts from
our guide on our website for you - it‘s well worth taking a look.

» Recommend article

» More information

Even More Flexible: The New JEL BasicLine
The big bag emptying station JEL BasicLine is predestined for emptying, where a cost-effective
use of the machine is in the foreground. Now the basic model is supplemented with new features:
Optional spring lift, a weighing module, as well as a vibrating table as an emptying aid allow the user
to immediately adapt the emptying station to their own individual production process.
Get an idea of the new JEL BasicLine - or even better come directly to our booth at the fair or take a
look at our website beforehand.

» Recommend article

» More information

Your POWTECH Visit is on us
Also this year at POWTECH, you will see that Engelsmann has even more exciting new innovations
to offer. Alongside interesting talks about screening technology and big bag handling we are happy to
offer you, like every year, a tasty culinary tidbit from the Rhineland Palatinate region of Germany.
Are you planning a trip to the trade fair? Then be our guest. Simply contact our trade fair team and get
your free entry ticket.
Find us in Hall 4A at Booth 323, as well as at the ‚Special area: Focus pharmaceutical solids‘ in
Hall 3A Booth 10.
We‘re looking forward to your visit.

» Recommend article

» Contact our trade fair team

Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products

If you would like to stop receiving our newsletter, unsubscribe here. We will then immediately remove
your e-mail address from the mailing list.
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